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1. Abstract 
 
In manufacturing business, plant engineering might be a good field of work for VA/VE projects, as cost 
pressure and market shifts are huge challenges for the manufacturers of the plant. Despite the 
differences to serial products like quantities, efforts on project management, engineering, installation 
and commissioning, this paper shows the value of VA/VE even in this field of business. But it turns out 
that the specialties of plant engineering must be taken into consideration while working on projects of 
this business areas. The application of the crucial steps in VA/VE on projects in plant engineering are 
as important as in typical manufacturing projects, but for some topics there might be a slightly different 
approach. This paper wants to emphasize the areas where VA/VE in plant engineering is special.  
 

2. Plant re-engineering or plant development as a field of work for VA/VE 

In manufacturing business, the method of VA/VE as a very good tool in order to improve the product 
value is well known in the business fields of serial products. High production volumes over a total 
product lifetime justify efforts on product optimization. Most of the projects in manufacturing business 
are set up on products which are highly reoccurring. But also, products with a very low number of 
quantities might have problems to be successful on their markets. For example, all products of the 
business segment might be optimized with VA/VE as well, despite their small numbers of units.  
Exemplary industry sectors for projects in plant engineering might be: 
 

• Plants for metals processing (from Hot metal making up to flat or long products) 

• Plants for food processing 

• Plants for packaging and luggage handling 

• Plants for bulk handling (coal, ore, construction materials, …) 

• Plants for chemical processes 

• …  



 
. The collection of photos shows some examples of these industries:  

 
Figure 1: Examples in Plant Engineering 

 
 
 

3. Specialities in Plant Engineering 
 
 
In comparison to classical projects in manufacturing business, there are a couple of additional 
demands on these types of projects which have to be considered. The most important ones are: 
 

• Low number of units (maybe less than 1/y in average) 

• “The first shot has to sit” 

• Less chances for rework 

• Risk of penalties due to not keeping the schedule 

• Risk of penalties due to not meeting specifications 
 
But there is a big chance for improvement due to the structured approach of the VA/VE methodology 
and enhancement of the communication in the working team.  
 
Every plant is unique, but parts or assemblies might re-occur in the same project, but very likely in the 
next project. A typical project scope might be huge, single projects with volumes of hundreds of million 
$ are not unlikely. The workload is divided into large number of special departments. The cost portions 
like engineering, project management, partly R&D, installation and commissioning and transportation 
as the most important ones have to be taken into consideration because they are part of the direct 
cost and are influencing the financial result.  
 
 

4. Analysis of market, customer and competition 
 
As already proposed in the VA/VE-projects, the first step must be to analyse market, customer and 
competition situation. Therefore, it might be necessary to differentiate between markets and customer 
groups. Again, it is important to differentiate the markets and customer groups. The figure 2 shows, 
how market regions might be segmented into different categories, in this particular example “target 
markets”, “potential markets”, “non-target-markets”.  
 



 
Figure 2: Market segments 

 
In order to prepare answers to these questions as precise as possible, there must be knowledge on: 
 

• Market regions and customer (application) groups (customer requirements) 

• Market sizes in a certain timeframe 

• Knowledge of the development of markets  

• Consideration of “megatrends” 

• … 
 
 

5. Function analysis in different “flight levels” 
 
Like in every well guided VA/VE-project, the function analysis is the crucial methodology in order to 
create a comprehensive understanding of the object and the perfect stimulation for creativity. But in 
plant engineering, a possible extreme complexity and the huge scope has to be taken into 
consideration. Here, a good approach can be made with working in two steps: 
 

• Step 1: Function analysis on a high level (“high flying altitude”) 

• Step 2: Detailed function analysis on the value driving functions 
 
Purpose of step 1 is to analyse the whole project scope in order to find the most important functions 
regarding cost and customer requirements. With the functions in the as-is-state and the cost sheet it is 
possible to create a function cost analysis, which gives important knowledge of the cost drivers, 
function wise and on part- or assembly view, too. With the function analysis in the should-be-state, a 
customer oriented cost distribution can be deployed (see also section 6). As a result, the working team 
gets to know, “where the action is”. It is getting obvious, which functions are important and which 
functions are cost driving. So, the later process of idea finding can be prioritized and it is very likely 
that many ideas can be found even during function analysis.  



 
 
Figure 3: Function analysis on “high flight altitude” (exemplary, due to space limitations shown 

as mind map) 
 
 
 
Purpose of step 2 is to analyse functions, sub-functions or assemblies on a much “lower flight altitude” 
in order to understand the functions of the assemblies and parts and support finding ideas on the 
detail-level.  

 

6. Function cost for prioritizing  

Function cost are necessary to realize where the money was put in. And where the customer is willing 
to spend money, both information must be considered in order to have a prioritization for the idea 
finding. This can be done like this: 
 

1) Set up function diagram (FAST or Function tree) for as-is-state 
2) Identify functions of the 1st Order (if function tree is used) 
3) Assign cost (of BOM) to functions 
4) Interpret function cost distribution 
5) Set up function diagram for should-be-state 
6) E.g. perform QFD-Method (correlation matrix “buying criteria vs. functions) 
7) Deploy cost distribution for should-be-state 
8) Generate graphics, check for plausibility 
9) Interpretation of graphics: findings, design guidelines 
10) Prioritisation of creative process 



 
Figure 4: Function cost analysis  

 
 

7. Specialties in creative process and evaluation 

Basically, it is and stays important to divide the process steps of idea finding and idea evaluation in 
order not to disturb the creative process and find as many ideas as possible. But in such huge 
projects, it may be feasible to shift phases of creativity and evaluation phases. For example, when 
idea finding for one main function or a main assembly has been done, it is legal to rough-evaluate 
ideas in order to sort out non-profitable ideas and estimate value impacts on surviving ideas or set up 
tasks in order to be able to estimate.  

Otherwise, the workload at the late stage of the project is much too huge. Valuable time can be saved 
with parallelizing the work on different functions, function groups or functional assemblies 

8. Teamwork during the VA/VE Process 
 

Basically, two different approaches for working in such huge progresses may be proposed: 

• Approach 1: Define core team for project steering and work in sub-teams based on main 
assemblies or functions 

• Approach 2: Define core team as basic working team and enrich the team with specialists on 
demand 

 
As both approaches are feasible, in most cases the author would recommend approach 2 because of 
a couple of reasons: 

• Facilitation is much easier: Facilitator is always present, there is no need for internal 
coordination 

• The facilitator might be the “memory” of the project, all main information is exchanged in the 
core team and might be recorded in the minutes of the meetings 

• Team members are always the same, no need for knowledge transfer, they might delegate 
workload to their departments and bring information back to the team 

• Special knowledge proposed by specialists is brought to the complete team and not only to 
sub-teams 

 



Plant engineering is very often international business. Key players are often forced to go to on-site, 
which slows down the VA/VE-Process. But experience shows that deputy regulations do not work 
properly. Management must be aware, that delays in the project schedule might occur due to non-
availability of team members 

 
9. Building of different concepts according to project targets 

 
As discussed in earlier publications, it is important to combine the feasible ideas to reasonable 
concepts or packages. But in plant engineering, it is very likely that not only one value impact (e.g. 
manufacturing cost) has to be considered in the evaluation or concept building phase, as exemplary 
show in figure 5. Other value impacts are often very important as well. 

Some examples: 

• Time to market 

• Risks (feasibility, implementation effort, …) 

• Implementation effort (typically R&D-Effort, sometimes also tools, fixtures, etc) 

• Customer acceptance (some customers do not accept new solutions while existing solutions 
are present in their current processes) 

• Feasibility of ideas due to market/region specifics (e.g. power supply, availability of local 
supply, …) 

• … 
 

 
Figure 5: Concept building  

 

10. Special project management requirements 

In terms of facilitating projects like these, there are some special demands on project management as 
well. It has to be considered that a good composition of the working team might request team 
members from different premises, people who are usually “on-site” and even international team 
members. A not only literally “common language” must be found in order to support the teamwork. 
Sometimes it will be necessary to use communication forms which are not optimal for teamwork like 
video conferencing, telephone conferencing, virtual team rooms etc. But technology in this field is 
improving and might give the chance to enhance communication in such demanding environments 
very soon.  
 

  



11. Result and Summary 

Basically, the well-known and proven approach of VA/VE with its core elements 
 

• Functional approach 

• Creativity 

• Cross-functional teamwork 

• Wholistic view 

• Work Plan 
 
can be applied in projects in plant engineering as well. There are no reasons that there would be less 
improvement potential than in conventional projects in manufacturing. But some specialties have to be 
considered during planning, facilitation and the implementation.  
 

• Function analysis might be done on different levels to comply with partly huge project scopes. 

• Function analysis can be a good source of ideas, because of the creation of a common 
understanding and an wholistic view of the VA/VE object.  

• The working team must be composed well in order to keep the project going. 

• Partly evaluation of idea portions (but only after completing idea search for specific functions 
or functional assemblies) is useful in order to accelerate the project progress; otherwise, all 
evaluation has to be done at the later parts of the project and then there is the danger of 
protraction. 

• Potential risks have to be considered as an additional value impact. In plant engineering 
business there is no time for experiments.  

• The task setter (management) has to be aware that daily business might lead to delays in the 
project schedule. Prioritization on the project by the management is necessary.  

 
But in general, also in plant engineering, VA/VE is a powerful and usable methodology to find new 
solutions in order to meet customer requirements by optimal production cost! 
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